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LARDIS:ONE
-  reliable user interface and display size for optimal 

control of the LARDIS:ONE software

-  including LARDIS-NAVIGATION: new map view and 
route guidance integrated in the LARDIS:ONE user 
interface, with optionally combined radio control and 
route guidance view in one screen

LARDIS:ONE mini
-  LARDIS:ONE on a 5.7“ touch display in cell phone format

-  waterproof display and connection cable

-  ideal for vehicles with limited space or open driver seats 
(e.g. motorcycle, quad)

-  including LARDIS-NAVIGATION

LARDIS:ONE LARDIS:ONE
mini

LARDIS:ONE Mangora® X-7
-  LARDIS:ONE radio control on Inomatic Mangora® X-7

-  blue light control, all relevant vehicle information, 
route guidance, and LARDIS:ONE software combined 
on one display

DS
LARDIS:ONE

LARDIS:ONE Display Switch
-  familiar LARDIS:ONE user interface and operation 

directly integrated in the original vehicle display

-  customized for more than 15 different infotainment 
systems

-  switching between LARDIS:ONE and infotainment 
possible at any time

-  including LARDIS-NAVIGATION

LARDIS:ONE
Mangora® X-7
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